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Why should business support the campaign for a republic?
This will be a major national issue over the short to medium term

Australia’s place in the 
world has changed 
substantially (but the 
governance structure 
doesn’t reflect this)

Given this there are 
certain benefits that 
come from being an 
early mover

Support from both sides of government in S-M term mean the Republic is an issue that will impact the business environment

When Australia becomes a republic, 
there will be a credible advantage for 
organisations who were early movers.

This is an issue that is easy to engage 
on with minimum political risk. The 
vast majority of federal politicians are 
positively inclined towards a republic.

In 1901 we were an adolescent 
collection of colonies. Over the next 
few years we will become one of the 
10 biggest economies in the world.

Our governance structure  was 
designed 120 years ago for a very 
different country.

Demonstrate 
progressiveness and 
preserve your ‘Australian 
licence’

There is a clear marketing benefit 
from associating with Brand Australia.

Businesses that did not support the 
LBGTI vote have increasingly been 
targeted as opportunists for any 
aligned marketing activity post vote. 

What it means to be 
Australian has changed 
substantially (and 
governance structure 
needs to reflect this)

In 1901, to be Australian meant to be 
British. Today we are truly 
multicultural. In 2018, to be Australian 
means so much more than simply 
Anglo.

We need a governance structure that 
includes rather than divides. For all 
Australians.



Crystallising Australia’s place in the world
Our maturity and development as a country requires us stand alone and 
confidently on the world stage.

● Since Federation in 1901 Australia has seen dramatic changes in:
a. Our economy (in both size and scope) - soon to be one of 10 largest economies in the world
b. Our trading partners - From Anglo-centric to Asia-centric
c. Our military history - WW1, WW2, current threats
d. Our recognised natural resources - Major discoveries 2H 20th Century
e. Our culture - Anglocentric to truly multicultural
f. Our standing on the world stage - UN Security Council, Leading peacekeeping missions for 

the UN
● Yet despite these dramatic changes we still operate under a national governance structure that was 

designed for an adolescent and provincial collection of colonies. The nature of our country and the 
world in 1901 meant Monarchy was a fit-for purpose governance structure. It is no longer 
fit-for-purpose.



Our past was with Britain, but our future is with Asia
A Republic is a clear signal to our neighbours that we intend to be a full 
participant in the Asian economy

● We’re uniquely placed as a developed economy in Asia. The republic is about capturing our Asian 
opportunity. 

● By stepping out from under the shadow of Britain, we’re then able to chase the most relevant 
opportunities for our country together. It is important we make the tough long-term strategic 
decisions as a nation, but also as businesses, or we may be destined as a sideshow in Asia despite 
having the opportunity to be on the main stage.



Driving a national discussion around our future
By capturing momentum and national belief the Republic is a keystone in driving 
a national discussion about our future

● Much of the case for a republic rests on not just where we are today, but also where we’re going as 
a country.

● It’s very easy to argue that the Republic isn’t as important as tax reform, or health policy. But in 
setting a clear path forward for the nation, we actually enable the country to take on some of the 
harder and more divisive discussions.

● The strongest business case for a republic is building the confidence of all of us in our joint path 
forward. Then, rather than being an impediment to other issues, the republic is a catalyst for us to 
deal with them.



As a catalyst for broader reconciliation
We will never have an Indigenous Australian as our head of state until we have an 
Australian as our head of state

● Most large organisations have some recognition of the need for action on reconciliation. The move 
to a republic is an important stepping stone in ongoing national reconciliation with Australia’s first 
people. 

● The transition to a republic has substantial benefits around social inclusion - celebrating a country 
and history for all. 



Inconsistent with good governance principles
No company or shareholder would tolerate Australia’s ‘golden share’ structure

● No corporation would consider Australia’s current governance structure sufficient or future proof.
● Under the current structure, the monarch has substantial and unresolvable conflicts of interest as 

head of state for multiple competing countries. Do we really imagine the Queen advocates for 
Australian trade interests over British?



Driving business and consumer confidence
Becoming a Republic would be like an Olympics without the infrastructure bill.

● When consumers are confident, all businesses in Australia benefit. When employees are secure and 
included, all businesses in Australia benefit. Companies succeed when team Australia succeeds. 

● There’s no better way to make that happen that for people to be proud of being Australian. 
● There will be a meaningful boost in consumer confidence on the back of a successful republic 

campaign. Events associated with proclaiming a Republic will drive national pride. The most likely 
beneficiaries will be national brands with strong historical associations to Brand Australia.



Inclusion drives growth
A more equal and inclusive society is one that grows.

● In business we know that Inclusion promotes ownership and engagement. Someone who is 
included will always outperform someone who is not.

● For many of our younger and most productive demographics without personal association to 
Britain, there’s a feeling that the governance structure of our country is not one they can relate to. 

● Every time we’ve taken steps to make our governance structure more inclusive and representative 
(Federation, Women's suffrage) we’ve seen the long term benefits in trade and growth. A more 
equal and inclusive society is one that grows.



Reflecting the will of your employee base
Companies need to fight for the issues that make a material difference to their 
employees, their customers and their shareholders. 

● Companies need to fight for the issues that make a material difference to their employees, their 
customers and their shareholders. There’s few issues on the political spectrum that share the same 
level of bilateral support as the move to an Australian Republic. 

● The latest polling for the Australian Republic Movement (ARM) shows that a republic enjoys 
majority support across the political spectrum. This is consistent across Liberal, Labour and 
non-aligned voters. 



Brand Australia reflects on Australian business
Australia’s national brand in the international community reflects on all Australian 
businesses

● Brand Australia would benefit from::
○ A national identity inclusive of all Australians.
○ A fit for purpose governance structure.
○ Positive progress on reconciliation. 

●  Improvements in Brand Australia benefit all Australian businesses buying or selling across borders.



Business will benefit from association with Brand Australia
Businesses supporting the Republic stand to benefit from an association with 
Brand Australia

● There is a clear marketing benefit from associating with Brand Australia for well recognised brands, 
especially those who can claim historical involvement in the development of the country.

● Businesses that have a strong association with Brand Australia will benefit from an upsurge in 
national pride from consumers




